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Fast	Facts		
Project: Improving Internet user experience in Pacific Island countries with network coded TCP 
Lead Organization: Pacific Internet Society (PICISOC) in collaboration with University of Auckland  
Country: Organization based - Cook Islands  
                Project implemented - New Zealand, Tuvalu, Niue, United States 
Budget: AUD 30,000.00 
 
Situation	
With a few notable exceptions, most Pacific islands cannot afford connecting to the Internet via the 
international high-speed submarine cable networks. Satellite connections came in two flavors: 
geostationary (GEO) and low/medium earth orbit (LEO/MEO). No matter whether GEO or MEO satellites 
provide the connection, there was still substantial latency involved, and the bandwidth that the endpoints 
can afford was typically significantly below that of the Internet connection of the off-island satellite 
gateway. In 2013, the project team was able to bring Prof. Médard to Auckland as a Vice Chancellor’s 
Lecturer. Discussions with her in the run-up to the visit convinced them that TCP/NC could assist them in 
improving throughput between the Pacific and the rest of the world.  
 
Solution	
 

 
 
The project aimed to improve the utilisation of satellite links in and out of Pacific Island countries for which 
fibre-optic connectivity is not - or not yet - an option that can be implemented economically. Lack of good 
Internet connectivity was a significant detriment to economic and social development in the islands. 
Satellite links are generally bandwidth-constrained and have substantial additional latency (signal 
traveling time between endpoints). Conventional TCP/IP communication does not utilise such links 
particularly well: The long time that it takes to get data packets acknowledged by the opposite end means 
that response to congestion is delayed. This causes the packet queue at the satellite gateway to oscillate 
between “empty” and “overflow”, leading to both unnecessary packet loss and significant underutilisation 
of the link itself - a significant loss in goodput. In many cases, network coded TCP (now referred to as 
TCP/NC) can offer relief here. The TCP/NC technology used in this project was developed at MIT in the 
United States and at Aalborg University in Denmark. It relies on the well-known concept of sets of linear 
equations, often taught in senior mathematics in secondary schools. Instead of original IP packets, 
TCP/NC sends packets with random linear combinations of a number of the original IP packets in the 
TCP stream. Each such combination represents one linear equation. The transmitter supplies a sufficient 
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number of combinations to enable the receiver to “solve” the set and recover the original data packets, 
even if some of the combinations are lost enroute, cutting down very substantially on the need for 
retransmissions. This technology had not been trialled as a tunnel over satellite links before. Our project 
deployed encoders / decoders for TCP/NC in the Cook Islands, Tuvalu, and Niue on behalf of PICISOC 
by a team based at the University of Auckland, with logistical assistance from a number of partners in the 
Pacific. The project also deployed an endpoint in Auckland and has secured a host for another in 
California. 
	
 The objectives of the project were: 

• Commissioning of research services from the University of Auckland in the form of research 
support to Mr ‘Etuate Cocker and Dr. U. Speidel. 

• Completion of a visit to MIT Cambridge by ‘E. Cocker to familiarise himself with TCP/NC. 
• Implementation of network coding / decoding servers in New Zealand, California, and at least two 

of Niue, Tuvalu, and the Cook Islands as well as a fourth Pacific Island recipient (candidates 
included Kiribati and the Solomon Islands as well as a further Cook Islands site). 

• Performance testing between these servers 
• Publication of the results 

 
Outcomes	
 
The project team understood the causes of impaired 
connectivity much better. By simulating the links of their 
deployment locations, they knew that queue overflow 
during oscillation can explain both the packet losses and 
the link underutilization observed. The simulations 
demonstrated that queue oscillation occurs even when 
the team modeled the actual satellite link with a zero bit 
error rate. They can state that TCP/NC Feedback from 
ISPs in the field indicates that they would like to have 
access to this technology on a commercial basis, albeit 
as “part of the routers [they] usually buy”. One ISP 
indicated that they cannot easily request equipment to 
be added at off-island satellite gateways and that they 
are apprehensive about the hassles of dealing with a 
data center off-island to host the encoders/decoders there 
or of having to restructure their network topology. 
	
PICISOC is an organisation that distributes across multiple countries in the South Pacific and that relies 
heavily on volunteer labour. ISIF Asia’s willingness to let PICISOC undertake this project in conjunction 
with the team at the University of Auckland has enabled PICISOC to tap into a technology that might 
otherwise never have reached the Pacific. It has also enabled PICISOC to handle a project of a 
significant size that promises significant benefits for end users in the region. In this respect, the project 
has opened new doors both on the technical and organisational field. 
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